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Abstract: This work demonstrates the advantages of using laser powder bed fusion for producing a
rudder bulb of a moth class sailing racing boat via laser powder bed fusion (LPBF). The component
was designed to reduce weight using an AlSi7Mg0.6 alloy and incorporated a biomimetic surface
texture for drag reduction. For the topological optimization, the component was loaded structurally
due to foil wing’s lift action as well as from the environment due to hydrodynamic resistance. The
aim was to minimize core mass while preserving stiffness and the second to benefit from drag
reduction capability in terms of passive surface behavior. The external surface texture is inspired
by scales of the European sea bass. Both these features were embedded to the component and
produced by LPBF in a single run, with the required resolution. Drag reduction was estimated in
the order of 1% for free stream velocity of 2.5 m s−1. The production of the final part resulted in
limited geometrical error with respect to scales 3D model, with the desired mechanical properties.
A reduction in weight of approximately 58% with respect to original full solid model from 452 to
190 g was achieved thanks to core topology optimization. Sandblasting was adopted as finishing
technique since it was able to improve surface quality while preserving fish scale geometries. The
feasibility of producing the biomimetic surfaces and the weight reduction were validated with the
produced full-sized component.

Keywords: biomimetic design; lightweight structure; computer fluid dynamics; design for addi-
tive manufacturing

1. Introduction

Metal additive manufacturing (AM) has imposed itself as a competitive alternative
with respect to “conventional” production in multiple industrial fields. Supply chain
reduction [1], relative design freedom and material waste reduction are only some of the
innovations introduced. In the naval field, however, the technology results to be still in
early introduction stages. Small to single-unit batches are what is often required, with
sensible degree of customization. Lightweight and fluid dynamic resistance reduction
are persecuted, involving light materials and optimized shapes, with aim of minimizing
operational costs and obtaining more sustainable solutions.

With metal AM, higher degree of design and customization freedom can unlock new
levels of product performance, in terms of shape optimization and single client needs in the
naval industry. The localized production preserves from transport issues and allows design
centers to provide schemes on multiple distributed manufacturing sites. Standardization
is required with the aim to validate products and guarantee reliability of the innovative
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production technique. Despite the limited presence of AM in naval sector, these advantages
are already being explored [2].

Up to medium size vessels, composite materials lead the manufacturing path, while
for large, commercial or tourism cruise vessels, welding, riveting and bolted joins among
metal plates are the main approaches for production and assembly. AM technologies can
deal with both categories, relying on fused deposition modeling (FDM) techniques for
composites [2–4], eliminating any mold need [4,5], while metal techniques such as wire
arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) can satisfy plates-based constructions [6,7] and laser
powder bed fusion (LPBF), direct energy deposition (DED) or even electron beam melting
(EBM) can deal with smaller components, allowing fabrication of relatively complex and
curved shapes, unfeasible otherwise in a single production run [8,9].

On metal AM, lightweight is often achieved by means of topology optimization of
prior existing geometries [10], as well as the utilization of light metal alloys as could be Al-
alloys. In this approach, the design of the component is less constrained by fabrication and
can be driven by working condition needs. Al-alloys are commonly employed for aerospace
and automotive applications requiring lightweight design, where the desired mechanical
properties rely on the careful selection of the process parameters [11]. Fluid dynamic
behavior can be involved in the design and particularly on surface interaction [10,12–18].
As geometrical features can be manufactured directly during the production run of the
component, a new generation of products can be obtained, equipped with small-size surface
features. These may allow to work with fluid resistance phenomena, that previously had
to be accepted as they were, in a functionalization of the surface approach.

In this innovative environment, Politecnico di Milano’s Sailing Team (PoliMi Sail-
ing Team) explores the feasibility of using metal AM for the Sustainable Moth Challenge
(SuMoth Challenge) hosted by the Foiling Week. It requires teams to design, manufacture
and sail a moth class boat according to a common budget-based ruleset, that promotes
sustainability and innovation of materials and manufacturing. The moth class boat to be
realized is a one-sailor foiling vessel. The research interest over this type of vessel has
been concerning the design of passive and active elements to optimize the fluidodynamic
behavior against water and air, while the use of textured surfaces and topologically opti-
mized components for weight reduction appear to be neglected [19–21]. In this context,
the project also provides several exploitable points using the AM technologies. Even in a
relatively small size sailing boat, where most of the manufacturing process is linked to fiber
reinforced materials, metal parts play a vital role, often because of impossibility to obtain a
reliable assembly of multiple composite parts without them. However, the introduction
of metal components must not negatively affect the system, as a local increase of mass
may disrupt center of gravity position and so behavior of the boat, as well as the exposed
surface should not promote excessive dynamic resistance. The parts to be produced by
metal AM processes should address such difficulties. Despite the great potential and the
possibility to work in a complete digital environment from design to production, to the
authors’ knowledge, no previous work in literature addressed different points concerning
design, FEM, CFD, and production of a naval component as a whole.

The rudder bulb for the new generation racing boat of PoliMi Sailing Team was the
component under study (see Figure 1). Such component is loaded structurally both from the
boat and from the fluid environment. The concept is based on the optimization of the main
structure of the component for weight reduction as well as to have biomimetic textured
surface in contact with water. The combined features were produced via laser powder bed
fusion (LPBF) using an Al-alloy. The biomimetic surface texture was inspired by scales of
the European sea bass in order to reproduce the hydrodynamic advantage, which results
in drag reduction. Both features were designed and tested in a digital environment and
later on produced by the AM method. The described concept allows to reduce material
waste as well as providing the speed advantage during the race.
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Accordingly, the present work aims to demonstrate the potentiality of using metal AM
in the naval industry with the selected case study. Hence, this work discusses the design
and production stages of a novel lightweight and drag reducing rudder bulb via LPBF. The
work shows the finite element modeling (FEM) phases for weight reduction and computer
fluid dynamics (CFD) for identifying the advantage of the biomimetic fish scale surfaces.
Finally, the component production stages are explained showing high geometrical fidelity
with respect to the digital model.

2. Design of the Rudder Bulb
2.1. Design Requirements and Choices

The PoliMi sailing boat is equipped with two foiling wings, namely the main one, in
keel position and the rudder one. The rudder bulb has the aim of structural connection
between the rudder vertical and the horizontal wing. This latter is the one that generates
approximately 30% of the lift force required to the moth in order to “fly” above the waterline.
The other 70% is provided by the keel wing. The keel wing has no reason to be displaced
with respect to its vertical, as instead is an advantage in the rudder, as allowed by the
bulb that in the proposed design, provides regulation in such matter. The resulting spatial
translation, along the main boat axis, of the lift force with respect to the rudder vertical
below it, allows the sailor to have higher handling, especially while turning, by increasing
the span between the keel and the rudder lift force components. The beneficial effect cannot
be obtained by displacing all the rudder structure at once because moth class rules impose
specific limits in boat body length [22].

The bulb must be realized with a metal alloy, because of the high strength required.
The chosen Al alloy was AlSi7Mg0.6, which is already used in aeronautical applications
but novel to LPBF for this field. [23]

A reduction of mass down to 10–30% of the original internal bulb core volume (design
space) is desired, with no excessive loss of stiffness. For the surface, the objective was to
investigate the feasibility of using biomimetic surface textures. The feature was evaluated
by CFD for drag reduction and its producibility was assessed by the production of the
full-scale bulb.

2.2. Topology Optimization Strategy

The bulb base model embraces mainly low resistance external shape (i.e., elongated
bulb) and foiling wing position regulation (longitudinally). The first is obtained starting
from the existing applications as well as PoliMi Sailing Team’s experience. The overall
longitudinal length of the model is 290 mm. An innovative solution was introduced in
order to have the possibility to increase and reduce, during foil set up, the distance between
keel lift and rudder lift components. This approach helps to study and find an improved
cruising stability when boat is in “flying” condition (raised above water level).
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At the front side, the bulb body must host the rudder vertically (Figure 2a). The
joining was made by means of interference fitting, fixed in position with a central bolt.
3D modeling of bulb base geometry was obtained by means of Dassault Systèmes Solid-
works environment while Altair Inspire was used for the topology optimization.
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Figure 2. Bulb 3D base model views, (a) top, (b) side, (c) bottom. The overall longitudinal length of
the component is 290 mm.

The wing was connected by means of bolts without interference fitting so two bolts at
a time are used to constrain the wing in translation and rotation. Hence, two different wing
positions (X-wise) could be used. This aspect was considered when defining optimization
load cases, as three area subdivisions are sketched in the model to pre-partition the wing
connection surface (visible in Figure 2c) for the configuration of the load cases.

Topology optimization was carried out starting from a base model shown in Figure 2a,
weighing 452 g with the same Al-alloy used in LPBF. The model was partitioned geometri-
cally in sub-bodies with the aim to identify the core from all the rest. The core was set as
the volume that can be modified by optimization iterations (design space), while the rest,
the surrounding “case” or “shell”, is the fixed portion, not modifiable and onto which loads
are applied. In Figure 3, longitudinal sections of the partitioned model are presented with
core (Figure 3a) and without core (Figure 3b). Target objective was to reduce the core mass
by 10–30% with respect to the initial design while maximizing the stiffness. The weight
performance was evaluated at the FEM level only.
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The introduced load cases were obtained considering actions on the bulb structure,
mainly transmitted by the down standing wing. The loads were applied contemporarily,
and varied according to modeled working condition, while some were common for all load
cases. All actions are assumed at maximum criticality of the event (boat speed of about
20 kts or an eventual sailing accident), no extremely rapid impact condition is considered
for the optimization. Reasonable impact cases as could be debris impacts or extreme
accident were considered to be sufficiently compensated by the minimum safety factor
imposed (1.8) with respect to the yield stress (YS). Five optimization runs were conducted
as shown in Appendix B.
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2.3. Definition of the Load Cases

Prior to the definition of the load cases, all actions on the component structure
were identified. Modeling of the actions was made by means of sailing team experi-
ence, balance analysis on rudder loads and practical assumptions. The following are the
considered actions.

i. Lift force (L) generated on rudder accounts approximately for the 30% of the overall
lift required, however, due to the changing attack angle, the wing may transmit a
variable load. To account for this variation, it is considered to have L to be equal to
600 N for 0◦ attack angle, with a direction perpendicular with respect to bulb–wing
interface. A magnitude of 400 N was assumed with inclinations of ±10◦ with
respect to the interface, to account for magnitude and direction variability load
cases. The overall drag force (Dw) due to the relative motion of the wing and the
water, transmitted to the bulb is estimated to be approximately 34 N at 0◦ while
increasing up to about 50 N in magnitude for ±10◦ attack angle.

ii. Exceptional circumstances may lead to boat roll up to capsize, during such event,
or after, while recovering, the wing opposes resistance to fluid, or it may be used as
lever for boat recovery. These situations may be emulated on the bulb by means
of a torque action (T). The value considered is 6.25 Nm. This value simulates a
force of F = 12.5 N applied at 0.5 m, as it is approximately the distance of one
wing extremity.

iii. It may happen that the rudder is carried upward due to boat rapid pitch angle
change. As a consequence, the wing acts as hydrodynamic resistance, trying to force
downward the bulb rear portion with it. The load (Pc) is estimated to be at max
400 N. This load is transmitted to the bulb body by means of wing connecting bolts.

iv. Bulb overall drag force (Db) at max boat speed condition was estimated to be about
50 N. However, for simplicity no change in magnitude was set when dealing with
different attack angle conditions.

v. During the assembly, the compression state imposed by bolts preload should be
considered. Rudder vertical bolt preload (Pv) is 60 N while preloads on wing bolts
(Pw, f ront and Pw, rear) are 125 N each.

All the actions are collected in Table 1. Further details are presented in Appendix A.

Table 1. The used load cases in the topological optimization stage.

Load Description Symbol Unit Magnitude

Lift force Rudder wing lift action

L(0◦) [N] 600

L(+10◦) [N] 400

L(−10◦) [N] 400

Wing drag force Rudder wing motion with respect to water

Dw(0◦) [N] 34

Dw(+10◦) [N] 50

Dw(−10◦) [N] 50

Capsize torque Torque due to capsizing of boat T [Nm] 6.25

Wing vertical resistance Resistance to vertical translation of the wing Pc [N] 400

Bulb drag force Bulb motion with respect to water Db [N] 50

Rudder vertical bolt preload Compression due to assembly Pv [N] 60

Wing bolts preloads Compression due to assembly
Pw, f ront [N] 125

Pw,rear [N] 125

Topological optimization was run by means of successive trials. The followed method-
ology was based on performing an optimization with stiffness maximization and design
space mass decrease targets. The obtained model was then analyzed with respect to all load
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cases and if displacements and safety factors were still acceptable, it was proceeded with a
new optimization characterized with a more ambitious core mass reduction with respect to
the full core model. All topology optimizations were performed with a symmetry plane
requirement with respect to the only symmetry plane of the base model (congruent with
section plane of Figure 3), it means that results had to satisfy the symmetry of material
spatial distribution with respect to this plane.

Design for laser powder bed fusion rules was also implemented in the optimization
work. In order to avoid internal supports, surfaces with angles lower than 45◦ with respect
to the build platform plane of the LPBF machines should be avoided. The overhang
control with 45◦ critical angle was not inserted initially to freely optimize the mass with
the required rigidity. The optimized geometries were evaluated for overhang regions
first. Later, the overhang control was implemented, setting the printing direction and the
overhang critical angle.

Minimum thickness of core part was set to be kept above 3–5 mm for all optimiza-
tions. It is known from experience that too thin optimized geometry is likely linked to
fitting failure when dealing with surface definition. Set material properties are YS, Young
modulus, Poisson’s ratio and mass density, respectively, at 200 MPa, 70 GPa, 0.33 and
2.68 g/cm3 using the LPBF as-built properties of the AlSi7Mg0.6 without considering
material anisotropy.

2.4. Biomimetic Texture Design

Muthuramalingam et al. [24] have studied the hydrodynamic behavior of 3D scanned
model-based sea bass scales pattern, reporting a decrease in the overall drag with respect to
a surface with no scales. The geometrical model was obtained from a CAD reconstruction
tool that used microscopy analysis to assess dimensions directly on fish skin. The fish skin
can be represented as a pattern of partially superimposed scales. It was chosen to model
each scale as a half circle, linearly growing in thickness and triangular in vertical section.
Starting from the midsection (Figure 4, section A-A), it is a triangle, with base length l
(equal to the circle’s radius), height hs as the maximum scale thickness and the two angles,
α as the “scale angle” and β.
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As seen in Figure 4b, the pattern should allow the scales to be oriented according to
the longitudinal axis of the considered carrying body for the growing thickness of the scales
themselves and transversally (i.e., circumferentially in case of curvature) with the “scale
diameter” (as it corresponds to angle α’s origin position). The longitudinal distance among
neighbor-row scales is named dl, while among aligned not row-neighboring ones was set
to be 2 × dl. The transversal spacing among transversally aligned scales is named dc, while
among not transversally aligned scales the spacing is modeled as 0.5 × dc. To determine
the single scale geometry, at least three parameters among all mentioned should be set. The
chosen ones were l, hs and α, while dl and dc are used for the pattern. A surface pattern
was determined after a sensitivity analysis, which is not reported here for brevity. The
chosen values are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Chosen scale pattern geometrical parameters.

α l dl dc

[deg] [mm] [mm] [mm]

3 3 0.9 6

2.5. Fluid Dynamic Behavior of the Fish Scale

Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations were solved with a k-ω SST turbulence
model using the open-source framework OpenFOAM. The geometry considered for the
fluid-dynamic study consists of a flat surface covered with scales: Rhinoceros environment
was used to generate the fish scale patterns used for the CFD analysis. A domain sensitivity
study, and a mesh independency study was performed, to achieve a reliable numerical
model to assess the fluid-dynamic performance of the fish scales. A plate equipped with
scales with a dimension of 50 mm in length and 6 mm in width was placed in the domain
reported in Figure 5. The boundary conditions are cyclic in the transversal direction to
emulate an infinitely large plate and has an inlet and an outlet. The mesh selected after the
mesh independency study for the numerical computations has a number of cells around
11 million cells, and the calculation was performed on the CFDHub HPC infrastructure at
Politecnico di Milano.
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For comparison the initial design was modeled as a flat surface in the design domain
with no fish scales. The drag value was compared to the surface with the scale design
determined in Table 2.
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3. Materials and Experimental Systems
3.1. Laser Powder Bed Fusion System

The full-scale rudder bulb bas produced using a TRUMPF TruPrint 3000 LPBF machine
(Ditzingen, Germany). The AlSi7Mg0.6 powder employed had a 20–63 µm grain size
(Carpenter Additive, Philadelphia, PA, USA). The powder was produced by means of gas
atomization. Process chamber was set to work on Ar inert atmosphere to prevent oxidation-
related issues. The main process parameters are reported as in Table 3. The part density
was measured at 99.3% ± 0.2% by means of optical microscopy. LPBF built processor
software used to prepare the building platform in digital environment was Materialize
Magics 19 (12/2019–10/2020).

Table 3. Overall volume LPBF process parameters involved.

Process Parameters Level

Chamber oxygen concentration [%] 0.1

Inert gas type [–] Ar

Shielding gas flow rate [m/s] 0.8

Preheating temperature (Tph) [◦C] 100

Laser spot diameter (ds) [µm] 100

Layer thickness (z) [µm] 50

Layer scan strategy [–] No pattern

Scan direction rot. layer by layer [deg] 67

Laser power (P) [W] 345

Scan speed (v) [mm/s] 1500

Hatch distance (h) [mm] 0.10

3.2. Surface Finishing

In the study, manual sandblasting was used to improve the surface quality of scale
equipped LPBF built surface. The system used to perform the treatment was a Guyson
FL600 Blast system equipped with an 8 mm nozzle diameter, ejecting a 6 bar pressurized
mixture of air and abrasive grains. Abrasive grains were dried silica-based sand grains of
type BACCHI 510 PLUS.

Sandblasting was performed for approximately 30 s on all of the surface to be treated,
keeping the nozzle at a distance between 10 and 15 cm from the surface. For the manufac-
tured fish scales, it was observed that small features are preserved and enhanced in quality
if the blasting direction is not perpendicular with respect to the surface. An inclination of
approximately 45◦ was kept with respect to the longitudinal axis of the part.

3.3. Tensile Test

Tensile tests were performed on sandblasted tensile specimens to verify the mechanical
properties of the build according to ISO 6892. Equipment used to perform the test was
an MTS Alliance RT/100 tensile test machine along with an MTS 685.22 Hydraulic Grip
Supply (Eden Prairie, MN, USA).

3.4. Surface Analysis

The geometrical fidelity of the produced biomimetic surface was evaluated through
focus variation microscope (Infinite Focus, Alicona Imaging GmbH, Graz, Austria). Surface
height maps were acquired with vertical and lateral resolutions, respectively, at 1 and
15 µm. The acquisitions were followed by a form removal procedure tool together with a
coordinate system adjustment, to center the dataset over the origin of the reference system.
To distinguish between surface roughness elements and fish scales geometrical features, a
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cut off wavelength of 0.8 mm (ISO4287) was used for all roughness measures. This value
was smaller than the minimum periodicity length imposed by scale pattern geometries.

Primary profile analysis was used to compare the produced surface profile with the
theoretical dimensions. For the roughness measurements, paths of 10–15 mm were selected
to comply with the cut-off wavelength. Three paths were selected (Figure 6a) measuring
the average roughness (Ra).
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Along with the linear roughness parameters, the areal average roughness (Sa) was
measured. Primary profiles analysis was performed choosing three profiles laying on the
mid planes of the scale rows (Figure 6b). For each primary profile, the mean peak to valley
distance (∆pvmeas) was collected and distance among correspondent scales’ points (dlsr,i)
was sampled three times (Figure 7a). The considered distance among correspondent scales’
points (dlsr, meas) for the analyzed profile was the average between the sampled ones. The
final considered values for the analyzed scale pattern were then the average results among
the three observed profiles. These distances were used to generate a prior assessment of
the manufactured scales’ quality, comparing with the theoretical distances imposed by the
3D original model, respectively called ∆pvtheo and dlsr, theo (Figure 7b).

1 

 

 

Figure 7. (a) Primary profile mean peak to valley distance (red) and scale to scale correspondent
point distance (black) examples, (b) theoretical measures from scale pattern CAD model.
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Each dlsr,i value was taken at a different scale height, preventing eventual nuisance
effect in the measure due to a particular sampling position. The “sr” subscript stands for
“same row” and it was inserted to distinguish these measures from the previously defined
dl parameter, which refers to neighboring different rows, with dl = 0.5 × dlsr, theo.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Topology Optimized Model

The successful and sequential topology optimization runs are summarized in Table 4.
The observation of mass variability is an indicator of optimization quality. Limited variation
(up to 10%) is considered to suggest good optimization results, therefore it is possible to
consider analyzing the model.

Numerical details are presented in Appendix B.

Table 4. Optimization runs.

Run Name
Mass Target Overhang Control Core Mass Core Mass

[%] wrt. Original [Yes/No] [kg] [%] wrt. Original

A 50 No 0.218 50

B 15 No 0.061 14

C 10 No 0.038 9

D 15 Yes—45◦ printing orientation 0.061 14

E 15 Yes—90◦ printing orientation 0.059 14

Run A was the first optimization performed to assess settings and load case behaviors.
Target core mass was set to be reduced down to 50% of the original value. The result was
satisfying in terms of optimization success, but still far from mass reduction target. The
minimum safety factor resulting from stress analysis was 3.22, experienced in Working
(0◦, l) load case condition. The original full model started with a minimum safety factor
of 3.97. The high safety factor suggested the possibility to further remove the core material.
The geometry of run A was the starting point in run B. Resulting core relative mass, at
target level condition was about 13.9%. The model, once tested on the load cases, resulted
in minimum safety factor of 3.29. The result suggested that the previous 50% target was
not a limit for structural resistance of the optimized shape. Since B condition was still
characterized by a sensible gap from the full model, run C had the aim to explore further
mass reduction. Target was set to 10% and successful run results in 1.82 minimum safety
factor (Working (0◦, l) load case). However, even if the local high stress did not lead to
critical safety factor, maximum displacements reached were too high to be considered
acceptable. In particular, bulb geometry would displace in X and Y directions of about
2 and 1.6 mm, respectively. Displacements did not decrease sensibly by increasing the
optimization index, not even at index 9. This condition was not experienced in run B where
maximum displacement in any direction is not greater than 0.2 mm. At such point then,
mass reduction condition was set to be kept at 15%.

In the final stage of the topological optimization the overhang control was introduced
according to the build direction. Run D and run E embraced this need. Run D considered
generating a support free core while printing the bulb inclined by 45◦ with respect to
platform plane with its longitudinal axis and orienting the wing interface surface upward
(Figure 8D). Run E employed instead a vertical build of the bulb (Figure 8E).
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Both result in about 14% core mass (at target level) but D minimum safety factor falls
to 1.6, while in E is preserved at 3.18. No excessive displacement concerns results. Since the
preferred printing orientation is the one used in D, a more massive version of D result was
analyzed. After a few trials, optimization level was set to index 9; results satisfy the safety
factor requirement, resulting in a minimum of 2.46, while core mass reached 19.7% with
respect to the original core. With the achieved significant reduction of the core mass, the
final product mass comprised of the core and shell in the optimized condition was 190 g,
corresponding to a 58% weight reduction.

Such ratio is considered to be acceptable and optimization run D at index 9, named
“D(9)” was set as definitive core geometry. In Figures 9–11, a comparison of D(9) behavior
with respect to original model (solid) and “no core” model (null core mass) is reported
for the most relevant load cases. No-core condition was tested for comparison to the
minimization results achieved with core mass reduction of about 80%. D(9) model achieves
similar results as the solid original version while the total lack of core is associated to
excessive displacements. Minimum safety factor against yielding results critical only for
no core condition, on the majority of load cases. The behavior is related to local stress
concentration due to the only presence of the relatively thin case structure bearing loads.
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Optimized bulb interior definitive shape results as in Figure 12a,b and isolated op-
timized core geometry is observable in Figure 12c,d. It is also visible the evacuation site
for internal powder removal. It is located in a low stress region as well as a hidden and
sufficiently covered position in terms of isolation with respect to eventual water penetration
since it would be surmounted by rudder vertical encastre extremity.
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Figure 12. D(9) core together with interior partitions of bulb; (a) side horizontal view, (b) top horizontal view; while isolated
optimized core D(9) shape; (c) side, (d) bottom. The overall longitudinal length of the component is 290 mm.

Stress analysis, on original and optimized shapes, reports localized stresses in the rear
edge region on the rudder vertical socket (Figure 13a). The localized stress concentration
is present in all load cases and models and it is considered to not represent a material
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resistance critical location since stress levels reached comply in the minimum safety factor
(Figure 13c) reached and the local stress state is mainly compressive (Figure 13b); these
considerations are valid for all load cases.
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Figure 13. (a) von Mises stress, (b) tension-compression, (c) safety factor (wrt. YS) analyses on Working (0◦, s) load case.
The overall longitudinal length of the component is 290 mm.

4.2. Drag Reduction

The plate of fixed dimensions is proved to be capable of reaching a reduction of overall
drag force of about 1% at 2.5 m/s water speed with respect to a scales-unequipped plate,
by means of viscous drag component reduction. Drag force over the test plate is given
by the sum of viscous and pressure components along the main stream direction. The
viscous component undergoes 19.9% reduction while the pressure drag force component
is increased by about three times due to scale behavior as a series of walls. However, the
viscous drag reduction is enough to compensate the pressure component increase and
slightly overcome it, determining the reduction of the overall drag force. In Figure 14,
the upper view of the tested domain and analogy with the natural behavior on European
bass skin by means of speed corridors generation (streaks effect) is linked to viscous drag
reduction. The results were found to be coherent with previous research that modeled
fish skin [24].

The speed of 20 kts is considered as the highest boat speed. In this condition, loads
are of relevant entity for the involved metal component. Moth class vessel speeds may lay
around 5–10 kts (2.5–5 m/s). In particular, the ones built for the competition by research-
university teams are assumed to sail near such value and have 20 kts as sensibly high limit
for boat speed. The speed around 2.5 m/s is the most important one, since the boat starts
flying and take-off with lower driving force is an advantage when racing. According to the
novelty of the work, the presented speed of 2.5 m/s is also coherent in terms of possible
swimming speed of the involved species and so of the scale geometries involved. While the
drag reduction may appear very limited, for the competition purposes such reduction is
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expected to provide an advantage. Beyond the demonstrated results, the work shows that
biomimetic surface textures can be further exploited to enhance the sailing performance.
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Figure 14. Streaks formation observed on the velocity field at back tested plate.

4.3. Bulb Production

Optimized bulb model was at first textured with the chosen scale type. Details are
reported in Appendix C. The final bulb geometry was then oriented as optimization case D,
with respect to building platform reference plane. With the aim to assess production
run mechanical properties, tensile specimens were inserted. As common good practice,
control specimens for destructive testing are frequently manufactured together with the
final product. This approach increases reliability of product material properties since
they can be assumed to be not sensibly distant from the one of control specimens. The
whole platform geometries are to be subjected to the same optimized process parameters.
Tensile specimens are oriented vertically, horizontally and with same longitudinal bulb
axis inclination. This may allow to assess material strength anisotropy among printing
orientations. Three specimens are inserted for each orientation. Tensile specimens are
supported with software-generated thin geometries (Materialize Magics 19, accessed on
September 2020).

Production results in continuative and uninterrupted process. No issues related to
evident deformations nor layer scanning errors are reported, with an exception made for
horizontally oriented tensile specimens that gained slight curvature with respect to their
main axis. Deformation is likely due to high residual stresses achieved during their larger
area scanned layers (approximately in correspondence of their mid height). The internal
powder evacuation site allowed to remove all powder during the unpacking step, by means
of building platform inclination. The built platform is as in Figure 15.
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4.4. Surface and Material Properties

The analyzed surface was taken in a portion of the bulb with reduced curvature.
In Table 5, the resulting roughness and primary profile quality measures are presented.
Sandblasting was applied to the bulb external surface. The surface analysis results in
improved quality on both roughness and primary profiles. In particular, sandblasting is
observed capable of smoothing the highest peaks preserving scale geometrical features.

Table 5. Roughness and primary profiles measures for as built and sandblasted conditions.

Condition
Ra Sa dlsr, theo dlsr, meas ∆pvtheo ∆pvmeas

[µm] [µm] [µm] [µm] [µm] [µm]

As-built 11.9 15.8 1800 1787 89.94 99.11

Sandblasted 7.13 9.09 1800 1888 89.94 84.29

The final product mass is 220 g, slightly higher than the forecasted one by optimization
software of 190 g (Altair Inspire 19.3, accessed on May 2020). The discrepancy is related
to scale pattern geometrical features addition, which have increased the case thickness.
Considering the volume occupied by bulb geometry when immersed in water, approxi-
mately 114 cm3, the overall force acting on bulb due to simultaneous actions of weight and
Archimedes’ force, leads to a vertical resultant magnitude of 0.24 N (oriented as gravity).
This means that the bulb is not provided of buoyancy by itself, which is wanted because it
would have acted as a destabilizing force in boat rolling behavior, but at same time does
not affect boat buoyancy capabilities significantly.

Tensile specimens result in YS of approximately 250 MPa for all printing directions,
while UTS and elongation at break (A%) result smaller for horizontal specimens of about
50 MPa and 3–4% with respect to the means of 45◦ inclined and vertical specimens which
both end up in similar values; UTS of about 400 MPa and A% at 5–6%. Bulb material
mechanical properties can be assumed to be similar to the ones of the specimens. Horizontal
specimens performed worse in strength and elongation at break. The reason may lay in
residual stresses-caused deformations that could have determined an earlier failure of
specimens, due to eventual superimposition of stress states. The bulb is oriented according
to 45◦ inclined configuration with its main axis. It may be inferred that by the fact that the
most relevant load cases would act as bending moment, they encounter the majority of
material disposed as such configuration, which appears to lead to acceptable mechanical
properties. The rather low elongation at break values observed of the AlSi7Mg0.6 alloy are
related to the inherent porosity and the layered structure of the material. While the achieved
density is acceptable for most of the applications, the level of porosity (approximately
0.7%) can be detrimental for fatigue behavior especially. Mechanical properties of the
material depend on the process parameters as well as the machine configuration and the
applied heat treatments. The measured properties are comparable to what is reported in
the literature [25–30].

Concerning the mechanical properties, AlSi7Mg0.6 can be hardened by an aging treat-
ment. In general practice, a stress-relieving treatment is applied to Al-Si-Mg alloys in order
to reduce the thermal stresses generated during the LPBF process [30]. Such treatments
generally result in a reduction of the mechanical properties and improve elongation at
break compared to the as-built material. Successively aging treatments can be done to
improve the mechanical properties and have an isotropic behavior. As a matter of fact,
maintaining the high YS and UTS values after an ageing treatment may be difficult and
require extensive research. Given the rudder bulb’s geometry that does not have exten-
sive transitions from bulky to thin regions, part deformations during the build could be
assumed negligible. Without the necessity to apply stress-relieving, further hardening can
be possibly avoided. However, the tailored mechanical properties can be beneficial for
further improving the topological optimization.
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In this work, isotropic mechanical properties with lower YS and E values during the
topological optimization were considered. The resultant mechanical performance of the
as-built material was higher. At a level of demonstrating the capability of the metal AM
process, the results were sufficient, and no further iterations were carried out with the
actual mechanical properties. This can allow to increase the safety factor. Given the fact
that the weight reduction was sufficient, and the aim was to maintain the core thickness
higher than a limit value, further mass reduction was not also found to be useful.

5. Conclusions

This work shows an applied case study where metal additive manufacturing was ex-
ploited for the design of a novel rudder hub. The geometrical flexibility of the laser powder
bed fusion process was combined with a lightweight Al-alloy to design the component
with biomimetic surface design. The main outcomes can be summarized as follows.

• The design step satisfied the mass reduction target. The core mass was reduced by
80.3% (corresponding to 19.7% of the original core mass) with acceptable increase in
elastic deformations and maximum displacements in the order of 0.1 mm for the most
critical load cases. The final mass composed of the shell and core was reduced by 58%
from 452 to 190 g.

• The biomimetic fish scale surfaces were modeled to understand their fluid dynamic
behavior. The results showed improved behavior in terms of viscous drag force
component which sees a reduction of about 19.9%.

• The designed rudder hub was manufactured along with specimens to verify the
mechanical behavior of the build. The results showed high geometrical fidelity of
the scale details, acceptable surface roughness after sandblasting and the desired
mechanical properties.

• The results confirm the great potential of using metal AM processes in the naval indus-
try as it combined great geometrical flexibility as well as design and manufacturing in
a digital environment. Along with the obtained results, the work shows a framework
for the design, manufacturing and verification of the metal AM products for the naval
industry with novel features.

In this work, the produced component had relatively small dimensions for the naval
sector, while larger parts can be required for other applications. Larger parts can be
produced by welding separate additively manufactured parts, which can be also designed
for the assembly purposes. The use of topological optimization methods can also be
beneficial for designing the component for successive assembly by welding methods. Laser
welding can be a viable option for the welding of parts with complex geometries. While Al-
alloys have overall good weldability with lasers despite their high optical reflectivity [31],
the weldability of LPBF produced Al-alloys can be difficult due to very large pore formation
observed with these materials [32]. Solid state welding processes such as friction stir
welding may be another option, but the complexity of the LPBF parts may require complex
weld paths not easily applicable to such processes due to the used tools and applied
forces. While this work demonstrated the feasibility of producing biomimetic features
and topological optimization together, the final verification of the component performance
remains an open issue. The work validated the feasibility of producing the biomimetic
surfaces and the weight reduction was verified. On the other hand, the drag reduction
estimated with the simulations requires further validation.
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Appendix A. Load Cases

Load cases were defined according to the load acting simultaneously on the considered
condition. However, exceptions existed for Pr,v, Pw, f ront and Pw, rear that were inserted
uniformly on all load cases, since there is no condition in which they were not present. The
capsizing directions were distinguished considering watching the boat from its forward
position. Clockwise and counterclockwise directions were considered, and consequently,
by being T a resistance action, it will be characterized by opposite direction. Attack
angle is named positive if rotation is related to boat forward position to move downward
with respect to boat stern height while negative in the opposite case. In Table A1 the
distinguished load cases are presented.

Table A1. Considered load cases.

Load Case Description Loads

Working (0◦) Rudder cruising with 0◦ wing attack angle Pr,v, Pw, f ront, Pw, rear, Db, Dw(0◦), L(0◦)

Working (+10◦) Rudder cruising with +10◦ wing attack angle Pr,v, Pw, f ront, Pw, rear, Db, Dw(+10◦), L(+10◦)

Working ( −10◦) Rudder cruising with −10◦ wing attack angle Pr,v, Pw, f ront, Pw, rear, Db, Dw(−10◦), L(−10◦)

Capsize (clockwise) Rudder rotation in correspondence of bulb
longitudinal axis clockwise Pr,v, Pw, f ront, Pw, rear, T(counterclockwise)

Capsize
(counterclockwise)

Rudder rotation in correspondence of bulb
longitudinal axis counterclockwise Pr,v, Pw, f ront, Pw, rear, T(clockwise)

RudderUpward Rudder carried upward by boat vertical translation Pr,v, Pw, f ront, Pw, rear, Pc

Load cases must also account for position of the wing with respect to the bulb. All
loads transmitted by the wing to the bulb by means of bolted connection must be applied
in different positions according to the usage of the couple of bolted connections involved.
Naming (1), (2) and (3), respectively, the front, middle and rear bolt (Figure A1) and
the correspondent interface surface region (Figure 2c), load cases were duplicated as
in Table A2, where the utilization of (1) and (2) positions is denoted as “s” (i.e., short
configuration) while the utilization of (2) and (3) is denoted as “l” (i.e., long configuration).
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Table A2. Definitive load cases list.

Load Case Description Loads

Working (0◦, s) Rudder cruising with 0◦ wing attack
angle and short configuration Pr,v, Pw,(1), Pw, (2), Db, Dw(0◦, s), L(0◦, s)

Working (+10◦, s) Rudder cruising with +10◦ wing attack
angle and short configuration Pr,v, Pw,(1), Pw, (2), Db, Dw(+10◦, s), L(+10◦, s)

Working (−10◦, s) Rudder cruising with −10◦ wing attack
angle and short configuration Pr,v, Pw,(1), Pw, (2), Db, Dw(−10◦, s), L(−10◦, s)

Capsize (clockwise, s)
Rudder rotation in correspondence of
bulb longitudinal axis clockwise and

short configuration
Pr,v, Pw,(1), Pw, (2), T(counterclockwise, s)

Capsize (counterclockwise, s)
Rudder rotation in correspondence of

bulb longitudinal axis counterclockwise
and short configuration

Pr,v, Pw,(1), Pw, (2), T(clockwise, s)

RudderUpward (s) Rudder carried upward by boat vertical
translation and short configuration Pr,v, Pw,(1), Pw, (2), Pc(s)

Working (0◦, l) Rudder cruising with 0◦ wing attack
angle and long configuration Pr,v, Pw,(2), Pw, (3), Db, Dw(0◦, l), L(0◦, l)

Working (+10◦, l) Rudder cruising with +10◦ wing attack
angle and long configuration Pr,v, Pw,(2), Pw, (3), Db, Dw(+10◦, l), L(+10◦, l)

Working (−10◦, l) Rudder cruising with −10◦ wing attack
angle and long configuration Pr,v, Pw,(2), Pw, (3), Db, Dw(−10◦, l), L(−10◦, l)

Capsize (clockwise, l)
Rudder rotation in correspondence of

bulb longitudinal axis clockwise and long
configuration

Pr,v Pw,(2), Pw, (3), T(counterclockwise, l)

Capsize (counterclockwise, l)
Rudder rotation in correspondence of

bulb longitudinal axis counterclockwise
and long configuration

Pr,v, Pw,(2), Pw, (3), T(clockwise, l)

RudderUpward (l) Rudder carried upward by boat vertical
translation and long configuration Pr,v, Pw,(2), Pw, (3), Pc(l)

All loading conditions rely on the same structural constraints. The bulb was joined
by interference fitting with rudder vertical, therefore, bolted constraint was placed in
correspondence of the bolt hole, while translation constraints were applied on the surface
of the socket.

The “common” loads, that shared the same magnitude and direction as the multiple
load cases, were the vertical and wing bolts preloads and bulb drag force. All these were
applied as uniformly distributed loads over the local surface partition involved. For drag
force, all the external surface was considered.

In the following, some of the load cases are detailed while the constraints are hidden
in the figures. In Figure A2, “Working (0◦, s)” load case is presented. It is worth noticing
that to comprehend only the first two portions of wing interface surface, both drag and lift,
wing caused, actions, are divided equally into two loads each (subscripts (1) and (2) are
then added for clarification). Applied loads are not concentrated, they are set as uniformly
distributed on the local surface partition of application.
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Figure A2. Working (0◦, s) load case, constraints are hidden for representation purpose. The overall
longitudinal length of the component is 290 mm.

In Figure A3 the load case “Capsize (clockwise, l)” is presented where the torque
is obtained by means of concentrated forces applied at 0.25 m distance with respect to
bulb longitudinal axis. Two forces (12.5 N in magnitude each) are used to comply with
the “long” configuration. Application points of forces were connected by means of rigid
connectors over the correspondent partition of the interface surface.
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Figure A3. Capsize (clockwise, l) load case, constraints are hidden for representation. The overall
longitudinal length of the component is 290 mm.

In Figure A4 the “RudderUpward (s)” load case is reported. Since the wing tends to
resist the carrying action of the rudder, the bulb ends up subjected to Pc(s). by means of the
bolted junction. Forces were then positioned as the head of the bolt is transmitting the load.
Two forces (of equal magnitude, 200 N) are used to comply with the “short” configuration.
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Appendix B. Topological Optimization Runs

The software allows to observe local variation of optimized mass around the target
level, in Figure A5, the variations for all the optimization runs, target level corresponds to
index 5 in the topology case slider; from 1 to 9 mass increases.
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Appendix C. Rudder Bulb Model Design and Support Preparation

Scale pattern is applied over the bulb case external surface, increasing its thickness
according to the local scale height (Figure A6). Bulb structural behavior is considered to be
not sensibly affected by thickness increase and at same time by generation of peaks and
valleys surface texture (i.e., due to scale pattern profile) that is considered not capable of
determining a sensible localized concentration of stress.

The final bulb geometry is then oriented as optimization case D, with respect to
building platform reference plane (Figure A7a). The main support structure is designed
manually (Figure A7c), since the area to be sustained embraces part of the rudder vertical
encastre socket and it is wanted to minimize influence on the local scale pattern geometry. In
order to avoid any excessively high platform-part connecting support structures, localized
part to part supports are inserted to preserve bolt holes geometry (Figure A7b), since they
experience local limited overhang due to product printing orientation. Building orientation
is coherent with recoater wear uniformity (recoater comes from X positive direction),
supporting needing area minimization as well as production stability principle in terms
of thermal energy to be evacuated per scanned layer. The main bulb support structure is
designed to be thicker than what structurally required to satisfy thermal evacuation needs
since it remains the only direct connected portion with the baseplate. Contact between
bulb and main support is limited to avoid any unnecessary joining with scale pattern,
by means of contained anchors dimensions and maximum spacing among neighboring
anchors (about 2–3 mm).
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Figure A7. (a) Oriented and supported scales-equipped bulb model, (b) detail on bolted connection holes support structures
and (c) isolated main support structure geometry. The overall longitudinal length of the component is 290 mm.
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